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Evolved than a stock abutment, it makes up for the shortcomings of customized abutment and  

makes anatomic abutment easier.



Anatomic abutment with precise 3D CAD completely transforms the analog prosthetic manufacturing process.

  

  

When using with the DIOnavi. surgical guide, you will be informed of the appropriate anatomic abutment  

size prior to surgery.
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Introduction of 

digitalized prosthetics 

workflow
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01

         DIOnavi. guide 

fabrication after implant planning. 

0607

05

         Proceed to modelless 

prosthetic design from acquired oral scan data.

         Completion of designed prosthetics 

after post processing.

04

        After removal of temporary crown, proceed  

oral scan. Acquire the necessary shade and bite information.

        Setting the  

completed prosthetics in the mouth.

02

        Implant placement 

according to the DIOnavi. system.

03

       Oral scan preparation  

after setting of anatomic abutment  

and temporary teeth.



0301 04 05

         Proceed design of 

temporary crown and customized abutment.

06

         Completion of temporary 

prosthetics after post processing.

0709

         Final prosthetics 

design from acquired oral scan data.

08

        Oral scan, tooth shade and bite  

information acquisition.

10 11

        Fastening the 

H-Scanbody for healing on the fixture.

        To make temporary teeth and CA, need 

to get oral scan, tooth shade and bites information.

        Customized abutment and 

temporary restoration setting in the mouth.

         DIOnavi. guide 

fabrication after implant planning. 

02

        Implant placement 

according to the DIOnavi. system.

         Completion of designed prosthetics 

after post processing.

        Setting the  

completed prosthetics in the mouth.



Oral scan method 

for final prosthetics
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In order to scan without anterior overlapping and distortion, the anterior section scans through labial and palatal.

When scanning a scanbody made of metal, check any area is missing due to light reflection  

on the surface. Be sure to apply mono color to make sure there are no missing scans or any deformations.

When scanbody scan is not fine When scanbody scan is fine



When the bite scan area is sufficient (One side)

When the bite scan area is sufficient (Both side)

When the bite scan area is insufficient (One side)

When the bite scan area is insufficient (Both side)

·The light reflection on the surface can make   

 scanning difficult.

·In this case, you can easily scan by using  

 the oral scan spray.

·By realigning the bite, you can obtain a more similar  

 alignment to the patient's oral condition.

·In the S/W, the "unscan" area is automatically filled  

 so that it is different from the actual oral condition.

·In this case, because of the randomly formed contact  

 surface, even if the contact is designed to match the  

 values   in the design, it may not fit within the mouth.

·Even though re-alignment is proceed, bite position  

 can be distorted.

When proximal contact has not been scanned

When opposite teeth scan is not fine

When proximal contact is well-scanned

When opposite teeth scan is fine



Clinical cases
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